Diamond abrasives for the grinding and polishing of
ice-skating blades
The diamond grinding segment Blade Sharpener is one of the most advanced tools that have ever been made for the top ice speed skating
athletes in the world. It improves the gliding quality on the ice surface and massively reduces the frictional resistance. Despite of all these
advantages, the sharpening process itself will be getting easier and faster. In addition, sharpened ice-skate skids will ensure a better stability.
Our main goal is to shorten your time consumed for the preparation of the ice-skates and to make your ice-skating life more pleasant.
Please check if the following information and steps have been understood well before use to achieve the highest benefit and to securely
sharpen your ice-skates. Store these instructions together with the Blade Sharpeners after having carefully read them.

A: List of contents:
contents: * The Blade Sharpeners and Side Sharpeners have been developed for wet use only. Use water as a
lubrification/for cooling *.
● BLADE SHARPENER (2 pcs. each per set)
This is the main part of this system. High-quality industrial diamonds have been used for this diamond segment. That enables
you to polish fast and easy. It’s mere child’s play! Wet use only. Rotate the Blade Sharpener in the holder after triple use
each time. No not use dry as this will cause severe damages!
<Contents of each basic set>

Compl.
set
Set A
Set B

#0, #1, #2, #3, #4
#1, #2, #3
#2, #3, #4

#0
#1
#2
#3
#4

Yellow
Red
Green
Green-yellow
Brown

Rough

Fine

Grinding
First polishing
Polishing
Final polish
Mirror finish

● Segment holder (6 pcs. per package)
Place this holder in between Blade Sharpener/segment and base bar to ensure a safe use during the sharpening process and to prevent
a drop. Put the holder onto the base bar (pay attention to the grooves), slip the segments/Blade Sharpener into the holder and tighten
everything with the installation screw (see fig. next to template).

● Base bar (3 pcs. per set)
You can horizontally fix the Blade Sharpener segments on both sides of this base bar. The distance
between two segments is adjustable as you can shift the screw’s position inside the oval screw hole
as you like. Exactly adjust the space between the segments as the skid has to move through the centre
of the segment as often as possible.

● Installation screw, single: (6 pcs. per set)
Use this screw for installation of one segment on one side
of the base bar. Take this screw and lead it through the top
surface of the base bar (see figure to the template’s right)
and then through the holder and fix the segment with it.

● Hard protective case (1 pc. per set)
This is a special case that has been especially made for the Blade Sharpener segments (the lining is shockproof).
Put all the tools into this case after use to prevent damages and carefully store it.

● Installation double-sided screw:
(2 pcs. in this set)
For the use of two segments per base bar side.
You can easily carry the segments when the double-sided
screw has been installed.

● Side Sharpener (#1, #3: 1 pc. each per packing)
This abrasive has been developed for burr removing
and to remove rust after having finished the sole
grinding works. It is a wet grinding tool only.
Therefore carefully wet the side sharpener before
grinding. Grits #0 and #2 can be optionally used.
USE WITH WATER ONLY! Dry use can cause damages.

● Dresser (Green: 1 pc. per set)
In case that you are not satisfied with the grinding and polishing performance, one reason could be that the Blade Sharpener
or Side Sharpener is loaded/dirty. To solve this problem, a dressing of the Blade Sharpener’s/Side Sharpener’s surface/edge
will take care that Blade Sharpener and Side Sharpener will be sharpened again. Put the dresser into water and then slightly
rub it over the surface/edge of the abrasive that has to be sharpened in case that you have found a weak grinding performance.
That has to be done around 10 times. Then wash the dresser off afterwards (strong jet of water).

B: Which iceice-skates can be sharpened and which jig should be used for it?
it?
The Blade Sharpener segments have been developed for the use on ice-skates for ice speed skating and are the result of our market
research.
Please contact your sports store in case that you are having ice-skates (ice speed skating) on which the Blade Sharpener won’t function
or simply contact us (you will find our address at the end of this leaflet). Use a jig that can clamp the left and the right shoe
in a completely parallel way. The skids have to stand at an interval of 5-16 cm from each other (9-12 cm are recommended). The
jig of our Japanese parent company Sanwa Kenma – named Sharpening Holder – has been especially made for our diamond segments Blade
Sharpener. We therefore strongly recommend this jig to be the best one.

C: Sequence
①
②

Use grits 1-3 as the standard sequence.
In case that you should see rust or damages, start with grit 0 and continue with grits 1-3.
③ Use grit No. 4 as a final stage after having followed the sequence shown under ② and in case that you wish to achieve a mirror
finish.

D: Preparation
① Please check if your tool set that you have bought is complete or not.
In case that you should find missing or damaged parts, contact your dealer where you have bought the tools or us before use.

② Clean your shoes before starting to sharpen/grind. Remove dirt and rust films.
③ Clamp your shoes into a jig like the Sanwa Kenma Sharpening Holder (fig. 1).
The right shoe as well as the left one have to be fixed in a way that they are parallel to each
other and at the same height to guarantee that the grinding works will take place on the same
level/height. Align the skids to make them stand side by side. In this way, the skids will
slide in a better way in the end if they have been fixed on the jig in a parallel way.

(Fig. 1)

E: Operation
◎ Sole grinding/polishing process
①
②
③

④
⑤

Wet the skids as well as the Blade Sharpener grinding segments.
Place the Blade Sharpener horizontally on the skid and start grinding.
Pull the Blade Sharpener over the ice-skate’s skids from front to back.
2-3 passages will be sufficient to remove rust.
Make sure that the rust has been removed (+ horizontal position of Blade Sharpener has been kept).
Move to the next grit when all scratches have been removed.
Loosen the installation screw and turn the diamond segment a bit.
If you are working in one spot for too long, it will wear on this spot in a faster way.
You have to dress the tool whenever you find a poor performance. This process is called loading.

◎ Side polishing
If you want to remove rust films or if you want to burr, please go through the following grinding steps:
① If you see a strong rust film, use grits 0-3 of the Side Sharpener.
② Wet the Side Sharpener by dipping it into water.
③ Slide along the skid’s surface (not edge). It has to be parallel to the skid’s surface. The index finger
has to press on the backside of the Side Sharpener.
④ Normally, 1-2 passages will be enough. Make sure that you have worked in a proper way and go over to the next
grit that will remove the scratches caused by the previous grit again.
⑤ Service your ice-skates as usual.

F: Storage
①
②
③

Wash the Blade Sharpener diamond segments with with water after use and let them fully dry. Do not use detergent or
thinner.
Put the segments back into the hard protective case to protect them from dust and dirt.
Avoid rooms with a high temperature or humidity.
Keep away from children.

Attention
①
②
③

Use safety gloves and take care not to get injured.
Securely clamp the shoes into the jig. An unstable fixing may cause a drop of the shoes and that can cause injuries.
Use the Blade Sharpener for the intended purpose only.
④ In case that one individual aspect of this product seems to be unclear to you, stop working and contact us (you will find our
address below).

